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File Thirteen 

This is the first "Fi le 13" column 
and you may well ask the question, 
"What's your point?" 

In a word or three, our object is to 
bring to you some of the flying safety 
information which is not adaptable to 
feature articles. (That's one way of 
saying, "Herein will appear all of the 
cats and dogs that hit my desk, get 
the ten-second stare treatment, then 
proceed on to File 13.") 

True, I fly an LSD (large, steel 
desk) an awful lot, but this job of 
mine inherently attracts late info 
from the boys who know. This, I hope 
to pass on to you through this column. 
So-0-0-0, leave us get on with it. 

* 
... There is a change coming up 

in AFR 60-16 that will require pilots 
to file IFR when on top of a cloud 
cover of 6/ 10 or more. All of the 
new 60-16 revisions will be reviewed 
in FLYING SAFETY soon .... Just 
received word of what I believe is the 
first successful landing barrier en
gagement with an F-lOOC equipped 
wi th drop tanks. It occurred at Wend
over AFB (that's in Utah, sir) , and 
he hit the net doing about 75 knots. 
... Then there's the actual account 
of the Navy airman who reported that 
the voice tube he found under the 
seat was out of order. He couldn't 
talk to the pilot through it. 

So lon g 'ti l September ... . 
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Beacon Letters 

This refers to the Letters to Editors, 
FLYI G SAFETY, May 1956, titled: 
"Jolly Well." 

A solution for IFR identification of 
airfields is a 75 mes marker beacon 
at each airport with the beacon coded 
by the letter identifiers of the airfield. 
This will require no aircraft modifi
cation and can be shown in the Radio 
Facility Chart very easi ly. 

I will expect my free subscription 
of FL YI G SAFETY and will keep 
you advised of my change of addres . 

Capt. Ralph S. Hoggatt 
605th Tac Control Sq 
APO San Francisco, Calif 

And there you are! 

* * * 
Emergency Landings 

The Australian Department of Air 
has read with interest the February 
1956 i sue of the USAF Magazine, 
FLYI G SAFETY, and in particular 
an article under the title of " Down, 
Boy, Down!" which indicates that the 

SAF has recommended that in the 
event of a crash landing on un
prepared urfaces the undercarriage 
should be elected down and locked. 

This article state , "As a result of 
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this study, all fighter Flight Hand
books, excluding the one on the F-89, 
are now being revised." In addition, 
"Further research projects have been 
initiated to see whether the same 
recommendation can be made for 
forced landing on bombers, trans
ports and trainer aircraft." 

This is a radical change in policy 
and the Australian Department of Air 
is extremely interested in this depar
ture from long adopted practice and 
therefore it would be greatly appreci
ated if this office would be given full 
detail of the studies together with 
any further information and further 
recommendations in respect to multi
engine aircraft or single engine air
craft in the bomber, tran port and 
trainer category. 

J. R. Lavers 
Wing Commander for Air Attache 
Royal Australian Air Force 

The complete study of l et Fighter 
Forced Landings on Unprepared Sur
faces is en route. G/,ad to be of service 
to our friends from Down Unde r. 

* * * 
Nice Words from the RAF 

I have the honour to request yo ur 
permission to reproduce the article 
"Bouncing Thru the Boondocks" from 
the March 1956 issue of your maga· 
zine FLYI TG SAFETY. We would 
like to u e it for our own publication, 
the Flying Safety Bulletin, which is 
intended as a wall poster for Royal 
Air Force Tran port Command sta
tions and units. If your permission is 
granted we will include of course a 
suitable acknowledgment to the source 
of the article. 

Our experience has shown that un
dershoots form the major part of acci
dents attributed to that overworked 
and much maligned factor "pilot 
error." We are endeavouring to re
duce these unfortunate mishaps by all 
the means at our disposal, and on 
reading this article we found it to he 
ideal material for our need . 

T H E EDITOR 

May I compliment you on produc
ing a most excell ent magazine which 
is read here with great interest. We 
obviously have many troubles in com
mon in our respective campaigns 
against broken aeroplanes and your 
ideas and advice are a great help. 

Sq Ldr K. B. McGlashan 
Hq Transport Command 
Royal Air Force 

1 t' s a privilege to grant you per
mission to reprint the article, and 
thanks for the kind words about our 
magazine. Nice to know that we're of 
some help to you in your broken air
plane department. 

* * * 

To Further Flying Safety 

The speed control described in Lhe 
April issue of Flying Safety Maga
zine seems to be a great advancement 
in in trumentation. However, I be
lieve the words " Increase Speed" and 
"Decrease Speed" applied to the dial 
in place of the current "Slow" and 
"Fast" would be an important, addi
tional safety factor. 

Some of our pilots pass a half a 
dozen school zone signs each day, go
ing to and from the base. A sign read
ing "Slow, School Zone" develops in 
the pilot a conditioned reflex to re
duce speed a half a dozen times a day 
at the ight of the word "Slow." 

Therefore, I believe, especially 
where pilot fatigue is concerned, the 
words "Increa e Speed" and "De
crease Speed" mi ght put us a little 
farther along the road of flyin g safety. 

M / Sgt Carl V . Shrader 
3320th Fld Maint Sq 
Amarillo AFB, Texas 

Thanks. The farther along that road 
we can get, the better. Your sugges
tion has been forwarded to the manu
facturer of the instrument. Recently, 
FLYING SAFETY has been receiving 
more and more letters with flight 
safety suggestions. Keep 'em coming! 
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So you are an old hand. So you have lots of time 
in the bird you're flying. So you have held a green 
card for years. So familiarity breeds contempt. 

-

W HE EVER DISC S IO roll s 
around to the subject of pilot 
error, the general tendency is to 

consider thi s a problem of the youn g 
sports, the fled glin gs. We visualize 
aviation cadets groundlooping, spin
ning in , doing all manner of hairy 
things with airp lanes. We take the 
view, frequentl y voiced, that if a pilot 
survives his first year of active duty, 
he's got it made! 

The corrective action we propose 
usually centers around the training 
program, instruction, care and feed
ing of the young birdman. Of cour e 
this i all very fine, as long as we 
don' t wear blinders. The new lads 
commit errors aplenty, it's true, but 
they have lots of company. The old 
grizzled veterans can and do botch 
things up beautifully too, and they, 
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TOO Familiar! 
Lt. Col. Mitchell J. Mulholland 

Safety Research and Analysis Div., D/FSR 

dear friends, are Lhe people we inlend 
Lo Lalk about today. 

This i not go ing to be idle chatter 
either, because we all consider our· 
selves experienced pilots and that adds 
up to a lot of people. The mo t di a -
trous accident in poinl of live lost 
in the history of aviation happened 
to a pilot with 7000 hour . One hun
dred twenty-eight people met their 
Maker along with him when their 
C-124 spun in near Tokyo. It was an 
experienced Lieutenant Colonel who 
flew his B-25 into the Empire tate 
Building and another field grade pilot 
who ran hi s C-45 into the Bank of the 
Manhattan Company on Wall Street, 
between them netting the A~r Force 
some of its most spectacular headlines. 
We are continually confronted with 
gross errors committed by people 
who, we say, should have known bet
ter. Sure, maybe they should have, but 
ei ther they didn't know better (why 
not?) or something lipped some
where (what?). 

Let's look around us first. This 
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problem is obviously not peculiar to 
the flying business. How many hours 
have you logged behind the wheel of 
an automobile? And yet can you hon
estly admit you make no errors in 
Lhat department? ever run out of 
gas? ever pass a top sign? • ever 
have a close call? How about the en
gineer on the Santa Fe' San Diegan? 
Thirty-seven years of railroading and 
he took a curve so fast the train fell 
off the track. The e thing shouldn't 
happen, but they do. Who remember 
Lhe airliner that crashed on takeoff 
at Copenhagen a few years back? A 
enior airline pilot with oodles of 

hours took off with the control locks 
on. The oldest booby trap in the books 
and it caught a wise old bird. 

There's an old aying that famili
arity breed contempt. If you've lived 
with danger for a long time, you tend 
to reach a point where you no longer 
recognize the danger. Danger is dan
ger, whether it's exemplified by a 
sleeping lion, a dormant volcano or 
a moothly purring ai rcraft. o mat-

ter how long you've lived with it, it 
can kil I you just as dead as it could 
if you'd never een it before. 

The first time you fly a new air
craft you treat it with healthy respect. 
As you put in more time in the beast, 
you learn more about what it can do 
you feel more at home in it. So fa1'. 
so good. But when you reach a point 
where the airplane fits you like an old 
shoe, look out! When you lose respecl 
for an airplane it's just like playing 
with a loaded gun. The people who 
have been kill ed in Gooney birds are 
~very bit as dead as those who got it 
1.n F-lOOs. T~e bird can clobber you 
JUSt as effectively whether you have 
two hours or two thousand hours in 
it. So don' t sell any airplane short. 
An airplane is a machine that defies 
gravity, and gravity doesn't care what 
kind of a bird it is. What goes up 
must come down, including the crew. 

Safe Airplanes 

ow wherein do we find ourselves 
losing re pect for our aircraft? The 
most lo 0 ical place to look first would 
be the accidenls involving our old . 
Lrusted "safe" airplanes, the C-47, 
C-54, B-25 an d C-45. These are the 
planes that everybody knows and flies, 
the traditional old workhorses that we 
use ~or any old cat-and-dog mission. 
Barnng out-and-out materiel failure 
Lhese old birds just should not hav~ 
accident . What do we find? imply 
some of the goriest crashes on record. 
A C-47 splatlered against the face of 
an Arizona mountain. Ditto for a 
C-54 on Mounl Charleston, evada. 
Another in Formosa. In fact there's 
hardly a self-respecting Alp thal 
doesn'~ have a Gooney bird draped 
over it somewhere. It's admittedly 
hard to clobber these old talwarls 
but in an argument with a mountain 
any airplane comes off second best' 

o it's rather amazing how many old 
hands ~ill try to knock hole through 
mountam with Gooney birds. 

ometimes it eems a though pi
lots analyze a " afe" airplane to find 
out just how it can be cracked up, and 
then proceed to do it. The C-45 will 
do a pretty liLtle arabe que off the 
side of the runway if you encouraoe 
it. So people do, and look very silly 
doing it. If you try hard enough you 
can nose up a C-47 by running up 
both en°ines to foll power in a tail
wind. o people do it. Even a B-25 
doesn't do too well on one engi ne if 
you slow it down below 145 miles per 
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If you encourage it, the "safe" C-45 will 
do a very pretty arabesque off the runway. 

hour. But people do it. It seems about 
the only way to wreck a C-54 is to hit 
a mountain with it, so failing every
thing else, people do that. WHY? 

Do we look for the answer in sheer 
carelessness? As a pilot gets older, 
bewifed and childrenized, he should 
be more mellowed, more cautious. Do 
we look for it in declining profi
ciency? Hardly, in view of the back
ground of experience in most of these 
pilots. Physical fitness? Senile decay? 
Look, we're talking about people in 
their 30s for the most part. 1o, it's 
something much more basic. Famili
arity breeds contempt, we say. Let's 
see how it operates. 

We have all heard the time-honored 
cliches, the "famous last words" of 
the flying business, such as 

We're t alking about the e ight to five gent, 
the one with .a wife and short stack of kids. 

4 

"Oh heck, it'll burn off by ten 
o'clock." 

Oh heck, we can get through with 
this airplane." 

" Oh heck, B-25s always smell that 
way." 

" Oh heck, it's probably just the 
gage." 

" Oh heck, it's my home base-we 
can get in." 

OR 
" ever mind, GCA, we're VFR." 
What do all of these gay remarks 

have in common? Mainly the fact 
that they all have the ring of expe
rience about them. They come, not 
from the mouths of babes but from 
the lips of the old bold boys who 
nonchalantly light a Murad as they 
bore holes through the murk. 

It's the old hand who watches his 
fuel gages bounce on the bottom, 
coolly examines his fingernails and 
says, "The gages are way off in this 
airplane-we've got a good two hour 
gas left." It's the old hand who jaunts 
off across the high Sierras with no 
more preparation than he would make 
for a trip to the drugstore. Maps? 
Too clumsy. There's a Fae Chart in 
the airplane. Is there? He doesn't 
look for one until he's levelled off on 
top of the overcast, settled the mix
tures in cruising lean and asked, 
"Chief, how's the coffee?" 

Flight planning? Sure, he believes 
in it, but he's not going on a flight. 
He's just driving a Cooney bird to 
Great Falls. 

Old Dependable 

Before anybody pipes up and says, 
"That's not me you're talking about!'', 
a word of moderation is in order. We 
are not pushing this di scussion fur-

ther than the realm of our everyday 
pilots. We are not going to dwell on 
the follies of the hare-brained extro
vert who shows off his familiarity by 
flying through hangars upside down 
saying, "Look! no hands!" Leave him 
to heaven. We are talking about the 
old commonplace pilot, the type with 
a wife and a short stack of kids, the 
old dependable eight to five gent who 
flies for the long green. It's not a 
glamorous busine s any more to this 
pilot. He probably couldn't care less 
if he never saw Daggett, Needles, 
Prescott, Winslow or Zuni again, but 
he'd rather see them from the air at 
200 mph than on the ground at 60. 
He is long past the stage of slipping 
the surly bonds of earth, and dancing 
the sky on laughter-silver' d wings. 
(Would look kind of silly in a Gooney 
bird, anyway.) The meat of the mat
ter is that he ha reached a danger 
point and doesn't know it. The dan
ger is boredom. 

A Hazard 

Yes, I said boredom. If you don' t 
think it's a hazard, just try this some
time for size: Take an old familiar 
airplane, an " old shoe,'' take off about 
9 in the morning from somewhere in 
the East, and fly west all day long in 
CA VU weather, with maybe a little 
haze. I'll he back around 1630 and 
ask you what you think about bore
dom. Just take that map down off the 
windshield- the one you're using for 
a sunshade, empty that overloaded 
ashtray, take that headset off and rub 
the pain off your earlobes, and tell 
me all about it. Look at the nice 
flight log you were keeping until you 
left the airways at Beaumont and went 
direct. Wa n't much point in keeping 
it up anyway- ADF's working okay. 
That left oil pressure-low, isn't it? 
It bothered you a little the first few 
hours, but heck, you've been living 
with it all day. Probably the gage. 

FLYING SAFETY 
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A bored pilot is hardly in the best shape to meet an emergency. It's an occupational hazard. 

That's what the engineer said too. Of 
cou rse the idea of digging into that 
engine at your last gas stop didn' t 
appeal to him either. Looked like a 
heck of a place to be tuck with an 
AOCP. Especial ly when you're fi gur
ing on an RO in El Paso . What's 
that station you passed? Wink. Ap
propriate isn't it? 1630 on a hot, 
unny afternoon. Winken, Blinken & 
od. Get some music on the radio 

compas . o coffee left in the jug. 
Mouth tastes like an old ashtray. Gad, 
there's an awful lot of Texas. 

Tow-what were we saying about 
boredom? Granted that the type of 
ituation described probably has not 

directly caused many accidents, but 
it's a ymptom. A bored crew is hardly 
in the best shape to meet an emer
gency. The bored pilot tends more 
and more to take little thin g for 
granted, to overlook little discrep
ancie , to discount danger ign . 
When the payoff come he' not 
ready; he's caught by urpri e. It's 
the bored ci·ew that cuts corner , 
skimps on preflight inspections, takes 
short cuts to get the show on the road. 
Why? ot because they are intention
ally negligent. It's ju t that they've 
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gone through this whole thing so 
many times that it's an old routine. 
Everything has been okay in the past; 
all the extra precautions and checks 
seem a little si ll y and unneces ary. 
And this attitude grows and grows, 
particularly with a safe old airplane. 
The old bird grinds along uncom
plainingly for so long that we can't 
picture anything aoing wrong. The 
airplane's reputation becomes legen
dary and people start ticking their 
neck out for trouble. Years ago it 
used to be aid about the B-18 that it 
took talent to crack one up and posi
tive genius to hurt yourself in one. 
But people did both. And they weren't 
geniu es either. They ju t forgot that 
even a B-18 had to be flown. 

Here we have rambled on about 
the old Model T's and Mack trucks. 
What about the jets? Experienced 
pilot are flying them too. Well, 
they're doin g exactly the same things 
and for the ame reasons. The situa
tion may not appear as extreme, 
mainly because the jet is newer, faster 
and doesn' t take o infernally long to 
get omewhere. On the other hand 
though, it is not nearly so forgiving 
of mi takes or inattention. It doe not 

like to be taken lightly. So when a 
pilot reaches the point where he 
knows the F-86 like the back of his 
hand, there's all the more reason for 
him to take care when he flies it. The 
human mechanisms of adju tment and 
familiarity work exactly the same in 
any airplane, and all airplanes are 
es entially the same kind of beast. It's 
just that things happen a lot faster in 
the jet, so the pilot has to plan a lot 
farther ahead of it. 

Don't lose sight of the tremendous 
adaptability of the human being. He 
can get used to almost anything. Re
member Clyde Beatty in the lion 
cage? Bullfighters, prizefighters, fire
fighters, or old GI Joe in the front 
line foxhole, all exemplify the ca
paci ty to adjust to extremely hazard
ous situation . 

Flying an airplane, any airplane, 
is not as alarming an occupation as 
some of the e other pursuits. An air
plane doesn't growl and make ugly 
faces at you all the time. In fact, most 
of the time it's cooperative and pleas
ant. But when things go bad, the out
look gets bleak in a hurry. o just 
because you've gotten u ed to the job, 
just becau e you're experienced and 
it's all an old story, don't let yourself 
think that the danger isn't there any 
more. It's there all right-you're just 
used to ·Jiving with it. 

The Moral 

What's the moral of the tale? The 
pilot doesn't live who is so old or so 
bold that he can afford to lose respect 
for his equipment. Take that any way 
you want- he doesn' t live. There's an 
obviou corollary in this for com
mander . The old hands can't be left 
free of supervision ju t by virtue of 
their flying time. Their knowledge and 
technique have grown with experi
ence, but there are still a lot of im
ponderables that affect the flying busi
ness. Their morale, alertne s, pru
dence, di scipline and plain horse-
ense are factors that the commander 

must be aware of. They are grown 
up men, it's true, but the C.O. is still 
responsible for the way they do their 
individual job. 

Once again consider the airline pi
lot-he ees the same route a hundred 
times for every one time the average 
Air Force jockey sees it. If he lets 
boredom get him he' ll be wa hed up 
.in a hurry. Di cipline and profession-

_alism are the watchwords- it's up to 
all of us to ee that we uphold them 
in all of our operations. • 
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Frank 0. Boyer 
Douglas Aircraft Company 

from the ground up 

Here is an article on the latest edition to Uncle Sam's 
air arm, the versatile B-66. This story was prepared especially 
for FLYING SAFETY by a veteran Douglas test pilot. 

WITH PRODUCTION rollin g, 
man y more B-66s will be appear
ing on the fli ght line. Since some 

of you may soon be strappin g one 
securely in place, it might be timely 
to talk about some of its fl yin g char
acteri Li cs . 

The B-66, like all new complex 
weapons ystem , has had its share 
of growin g pains. A lot of experi
mental flyin g had to be done to de
velop satisfactory characteri sti cs . lni
l:ial developmental effort resulted in 
an excellent hydraulically boosted 
control system, but buffet became evi
dent and had Lo be eliminated. Ex
tensive flutter investi gation was nece · 
sa ry to insur afe and sati sfactory 
low altitude, high speed performance. 
Complex electroni c accessory equip
ment gave even the geniuses a few 
headaches for a whi le. 

FLYING SAFETY 
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Fortunately, these problems have 
been corrected to everybody's satis
faction and the B-66 is now a weapons 
system ready for operation. However, 
we will be concerned here with gen
eral characteristics and operating pro· 
cedures, since mission profiles and 
performance data still are classified. 

The J-71-11 engines are working 
out very well. Flight te t have dem
onstrated that when properly ad
ju ted, they are meetin g thrust guar
antees and acceleration characteri tics 
are greatly improved . However, idle 
thrust might be considered a little 
high, resu lting in high unbraked taxi 
ground speeds. 

In normal operation , the rudder
elevator boost system is upplied by a 
hydraulic pump mounted on the right 
engine. The aileron boost and spoiler 
systems are supplied by a pump on 
the left engine. In the event of en-
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gine failure, the systems are automati
call y interconnected a the failed en
gine RPM drops below 41 per cen t, 
thus precluding the possibility of lo s 
of con trol y tern boost during sin
gle engine operation. The utility 
and emergency hydraulic systems are 
similarly interconnected. 

The fuel supply is furnished from 
two fuselage and two wingtanks. Pre-
cheduled fuel levels are automati

cally maintained in the fore and aft 
fu selage tanks to eliminate center of 
gravity {CG) shift. Proper level also 
are maintained automatically during 
wingtank fuel transfer. In the event 
of failure 0£ the automatic CG control, 
manual override is provided and fu el 
schedules should be monitored. 

As in all aircraft, safe flight be
gin with good planning. Particular 
attention hould be given to takeoff 
conditions. We cannot over-emphasize 

The B-66, li ke a ll new complex weapons syst e ms, 
had a lot of ex perimental fly iqg before it wa s 
operat io nal. It is now a bird you will like t o fly. 

the importance of knowing minimum 
runway len gth , maximum refusal 
speeds, minimum single engine con
tro l speeds and best single engine 
climb speed for variou flight condi
tions that may be encountered in tac
tical operations. The habit of giving 
the airplane the once over prior to 
leaping into the blue i as ageless and 
necessary as flying speed is to flight. 
All in all, these items add up to peace 
of mind and confidence. 

Entrance to the aircraft i gained 
through a hatch on the underside of 
the aircraft. A ladder is an integral 
part of the hatch door and no special 
stands are required. The navigator 
and gunner have easy access to their 
stations. The passageway to the pilot's 
position is narrow and there is a 
fairly ti ght squeeze into the cockpit. 
Once seated, the controls, witches 
and knobs are readily accessible and 
logically located . 

Handling Ch aracteristics 

Ground handling is very good. 
Tosewheel steering is accomplished 

by a two-ratio hydraulic system actu
ated by rudder pedal deflection. Direc
tional control is positive and pedal 
force are li ght. Wheel brakes are 
effective but heat dissipation is mar
ginal. As is the case with most high 
performance aircraft, prolonged, ex
cessive use of the brakes can result 
in an overheat condition. 

The flight characteristics of this 
aircraft make it unusually easy to fly 
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The aircraft is built fairly close to the ground and entrance 
can be made through a hatch on the under-side of the fuselage. 
Below, the starting unit is hooked to a single point receptacle. 

and no pecial techniques are re
quired. During takeoff, directional 
control is maintained by using rudder 
pedal Leering. Becau e of the narrow 
landin g gear, the aircraft has a ten
dency Lo bicycle (turn toward the 
direction of wing roll) during high 
speed ground operation. As a conse
quence, a wings-level condition must 
be maintained during the takeoff 
ground run by use of ailerons. 

In a crosswind, the upwind wing 
Lends Lo ri e, resulting in a tendency 
for the aircraft to turn downwind. 
Though nosewheel steerin g is suffi
ciently powerful to maintain direc
tional con trol, the aircraft leans down
wind until sufficient speed is gained 
for the ailerons to take effect. 

The aircraft may be rotated to a 
takeoff attitude approximately 15 
knots below lift-o ff speed and then 
allowed to become airborne as take
off speed is attained. Some pilots pre
fer to leave the nosewheel on the 
ground until fli ght speed i attained 
and then lift the aircraft off. Thi 
technique has the advantage of better 
directional control through rudder 
pedal steering in the event of an en
gine failure whi le the aircraft is still 
on the ground. Also, it minimizes 
drag until flight speed is attained. 
Under aft CG conditions, the airplane 
has a tendency to pitch up slightly 
as it becomes airborne if the nose is 
lifted too early or if too much nose-up 
trim is used. 

Airborne 

Once flight is attained, the gear 
may be retracted immediately without 
experiencing a trim change. Durin g 
flap retraction and under normal op
erational gross weights, the aircraft 
accelerates sufficiently well to prevent 
any sinking. During climb the air
craft attitude is relatively nose-low, 

• 
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allowing good forward visibility. To 
achieve maximum performance, the 
climb schedule should be strictly ob
served. Above 30,000 feet, a variance 
of the climb schedule as much as 15 
knots, indicated airspeed, can result 
in considerable loss of rate of climb. 

Because of the excellent warning 
characteristics there is little danger 
of tailin g unintentionally. With gear 
and flaps up, stall warning is gener
ally 15 to 20 knots above stalling 
speed, and the buffet become so se
vere at or near the stall that most 
pilots avoid stalling the aircraft in 
this configuration. The aircraft re
sponds well to all controls throughout 
approach to stall. As the aircraft 
stall s, the nose drops slightly with no 
tendency to roll. Stall recovery may 
be accompli shed merely by releasing 
back pressure on the control column. 
With the gear and flaps extended, the 
aircraft has about the same stall warn
in g. Buffet intensity is much lower 
than in the clean configuration and 
warning occurs approximately 10 
knots above the stall. Again as the 
aircraft stalls the nose drops through 
slightly without wing roll off. If the 
pilot inadvertently enters the stall in 
a yaw condition, the aircraft will have 
a tendency to roll off in this direction. 
However, sufficient aileron and rud
der control exists to correct this con
dition and again stall recovery may 
be accomplished by releasing back 
pressure on the control column. It 
might be noted that in this configura-

lion if the stall condition is continued, 
a longitudinal oscillation can occur, 
and if continued, the amplitude will 
increase. Therefore, the stall should 
not be continued through this kind 
of condition. 

Since all performance data are clas
sified, security will not allow men
tioning specific Mach numbers but a 
resume of the high Mach character
istics is made below, describing them 
in the same order as they occur. 

As Mach number is increased above 
maximum level fli ght peed, a sli ght 
buffet occurs. As Mach number is fur-

Nosewheel steering is accomplished through rudder pedal deflection. 
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The aircraft may be rotated to takeoff attitude 15 knots below 
lift-off speed . W ith Jato it .accelerates rapidly with no control 
problems. Gear retraction causes no apparent change in the trim. 



ther increased, the buffet intensity in
creases and then levels off at a mod
erate buffet level. As Mach number 
continues to increase, a slight wing 
roll-off occurs but lateral control is 
adequate and wings level fli ght can 
be maintained easi ly. This trim 
change disappears with a further in
crease in Mach number. Shortly there
after, the aircraft experiences a very 
slight tuck or pitch-down trim chan ge. 
This characteristic is so slight that 
it is seldom detected by the pilot. No 
other trim changes occur and the 
buffet disappears completely as the 
Mach number is increased. Through
out this Mach region, there is ade
quate aircraft response to all controls. 
Elevator effectiveness begins to dete
riorate very soon after Mach buffet 
occurs but at the hi ghest Mach num
bers flown to date, there is suffi cient 
effectiveness to adequately control the 
aircraft without difficulty. 

The B-66 has the capabilities of 
satisfyin g requirements for low alti
tude high-speed bombing mis ions. 
The relatively low control forces as 
well as the excellent aircraft response 
at high indicated speeds, result in a 
very maneuverable aircraft consider
in g the size and weight involved. Be
cause of the light control forces, there 

The B-66 is a stable aircra ft with good control responses. It is 
equipped with in-flight refueling facilities for increased range. 

may be some concern that structural 
limits of the aircraft may be exceeded. 
To a sist the pilot in observing the 
tructural limits, a boost cut-off de

vice has been installed in the control 
systems to prevent excessive control 
defl ections. There are areas of fli ght 
wherein the e devices do not neces
sarily protect the aircraft structure 
and as a consequence, the pilot hould 
be thoroughly familiar with these lim
its. Although an increase in speed 
causes the control forces to increase, 
a pilot should experience no difficulty 
in performing various maneuver un
der these high speed conditi ons. Rate 
of roll does decrease at the high indi
cated airspeeds because of the low 

deflection limits of the aileron . Even 
so, the rates of roll are adequate to 
perform eva ive tactics and maneu
ver . Generally, the maneuverin g char
acteristi cs of the B-66 are no different 
than most other hi gh speed swep t
wing aircraft. As G forces are in
creased under maneuvering condi
tions, the aircraft begins to buffet 
long before stall occurs. 

Speed Brakes 

The J-71-11 engines are meeting the thrust guarantees. Low slung , they are readily accessible . 

Speed brakes are very effective, es
pecially a t high speeds. When the 
speed brakes are extended, a slight 
pitch-up is experienced, but this is 
easi ly controlled. Durin g the final ap
proach to landing, the speed brakes 
are naturally less effective, but they 
do assist in slowin g the aircraft for 
touchdown. Occasionally, when the 
speed brakes are retracted, there is a 
sli ght yawing tendency caused by one 
brake closing before the other. This 
condition is caused by the actuating 
cylinders for the two speed brakes 
being located nearer one brake than 
the other. The condition , though 
hardly desirable, presents no problem 
an d is ea il y controll ed. 

Consistentl y good landing can be 
made in this ai rcraft by use of nor
mal landing techniques. Either the 
norma l 360-degrees overhead or the .., 
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The B-66 has the capabilities of satisfying low altitude as well as high 
altitude requirements. The low control forces means good maneuverability. 

Consistently good landings can be made by use of normal 
landing techniques . Drag chute reduces the landing roll. 

normal horizontal traffic pattern may 
be used. For the initial entry, a rea
sonable speed is 250 knots. At the 
point of break, extend the speed 
brakes and set the power to approxi
mately 85 per cent. The gear and 
flaps may be extended as soon as the 
aircraft decelerates to the limit speeds. 
If a downwind and base leg are used , 
the speed brakes should be retracted 
until on the final approach . If, how
ever, the pattern is relatively close in , 
the speed brakes may be left out. If 
the yaw damper is off during the land
ing, a lateral directional oscillation 
may occur especiall y under turbulent 
air conditions. Although the condi
tion is somewhat disconcerting, pilots 
should have no control difficulties. 
The transition from approach to 
touchdown is normal. Stall warning 
buffet occurs long before the stall and 
the aircraft has sufficient control in 
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stall warning buffet to accomplish a 
smooth ground contact. After touch
down the nose gear should be lowered 
for directional control through the 
rudder pedal steering. This is espe
cially true during high performance 
landings when the drag chute is to be 
actuated and deployed. 

Cross Winds 

The airplane has been landed suc
cessfull y in a 30-knot, 90.degrees 
crosswind. The wing·down technique 
is recommended to kill drift. If cross
wind conditions are sufficiently ad
verse, the airplane may be landed on 
one main wheel with the upwind wing 
low. After touchdown, because of the 
narrow gear, the airplane has a nat
ural tendency to lean downwind. This 
may be counteracted by the use of 
aileron into the wind during the land-

ing roll. As with other aircraft, cau
tion should be exercised when the 
drag chute is used under crosswind 
conditions due to the weather-cocking 
moment. Excellent short landing per
formance may be achieved by use of 
maximum braking with anti-skid and 
early drag chute deployment after 
touchdown . 

Since the B-66 is a complex weap
ons system, efforts have been made to 
relieve the necessity of constant pilot 
attention, wherever possible . With all 
systems operating normally, the pilot 
has only to monitor the systems and 
can direct his attention toward mis
sion accomplishment. Although the 
B-66 is a "big hunk of responsibili y" 
for one pilot, the straight forward 
fl ying characteristics and automatic 
features make it a pilot's airplane as 
well as a potent addition to Uncle's 
growing air arm. • 
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DO YOU FLY a mahogany bomber 
most of the time? Are you a 
CRT pilot? If so, the odds are 

that you will probably read about 
yourself in this article. If you are a 
line pilot, the odds are that you can 
pick up some pointers. 

When taxiing out, do you use the 
phrase, " Request takeoff instruc
tions?" It is much better to say, 
"Blank Tower, Air Force 12345, taxi 
clearance, instruments (or VFR) to 
(Destination)." This clues the tower 
operator in on who you are and 
where you are going. 

To avoid clearance mixups and re
peats, copy the clearance as it is re
ceived, using an approved code sys
tem. (Check page 156, Supplemen
tary Flight Information Document 
for symbols of abbreviation.) It helps 
also to refer to the duplicate copy of 
the Form 175 while acknowledging 
your route. And instead of berating 
the tower operator for relaying a 
cruise altitude of 14,000 feet, simply 
advise that you cannot accept any al
titude above (whatever you specify) 
and request an amended clearance. 

With today's overburdened Air 
Traffic Control system, every pos ible 
effort should be made to minimize air 
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It is the finer points that separate the professional 
from the "Form 14 looking for a place to happen" type 
of pilot. Next time out, why not do it the right way. 

communications. Logically, then, re
ducing the exces ive amount of chat
ter would benefit every user. Here are 
some examples: 

It is not necessary to call the tower 
for permission to leave tower fre 
quency or to advi e that you are do
ing so. Nor is there any particular 
hurry in leaving thi s frequency until 
you have established your climb and 
are on course, unless clearance in
structions specify an immediate call 
to a control agency on another fre
quency. If an emergency develops 
shortly after takeoff, you are in a 
better posi tion to return to the field 
safely if you have not left the con
trol tower frequency. 

Another common source of lengthy 
yakking is the acknowledgment of in
formation or instructions from ap
proach control. Repeat only enough 
to satisfy the controller that you com
pletely understand. It is not neces
sary to repeat back the entire clear
ance in total. For instance, if you are 
holding at 3500 feet, and receive in
structions to " descend to 2500," just 
say, " Roger, leaving 3500 for 2500." 

And still another opportunity to 
reduce transmission time i on an alti
tude change request. Instead of say-

ing, "Reque t that I be granted per
mission to descend to 6000 feet," why 
not use the approved "Request 6000. 
Can descend VFR." Many times the 
control agency can approve a lower 
altitude if you can get through an 
intermediate altitude by flying VFR. 

An almost universal habit of using 
ADF to fly airways exclusively, seems 
to characterize so many CRT pilots. 
Unfortunately, many who fly from 
station to station on the ARN-6 have 
not learned the techniques or impor
tance of ADF tracking. Consequently, 
some attempts at homing, while con
tending with strong crosswinds, may 
result in erratic fli ght paths over the 
ground. Conceivably a pilot can end 
up on the left side of a low frequency 
airway, not realizing that ATC may 
occasionally allow traffic from the op
posite direction to pass through his 
altitude, by climbing or descending 
"well to the right of the on-course." 

Relying on the AR -6 aural signal 
while fl ying the "automatic" position 
is poor technique. The aural signal 
is not entirely reliable on "automatic," 
becau e the weaker signal is repelled. 
The frequency for best range recep
tion or readability is sli ghtly different 
than for best ADF reception. This is 

FLYING SAFETY 
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because the center transmitter tower, 
which is the one that you tune in for 
simultaneous broadcast and ADF re
ception, transmits on the station's as
signed frequency. (This is shown in 
the Radio Facility Chart.) The four 
towers which transmit the A and 
signals actually transmit 1.02 kc 
higher than the assigned frequency. 
So, if you insist on using ADF, guard 
the aural signal on another receiver. 

A normal position report should 
offer no difficulty to any pilot. The 
accepted procedure is to make the ini
tial call and, when acknowledged by 
the ground agency, follow the pre
scribed position report form in the 
Radio Facility Chart. "Shreveport 
two four, nine thousand , instrument 
flight plan, Monroe four nine, Jack
son." o more- no less. It is desirable 
to guard also the range frequency 
when establishing contact. Then if 
your receiver is inoperative or the 
station ca lied has VHF / UHF trans
mitter difficulties, the operator will 
transmit on LF, assuming that you 
are guarding this frequency. 

It is often unnecessary to request 
the " late t weather" at some nearby 
de tination. A complete, weather cov
erage is broadcast at 15 and 45 min-
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utes after the hour by almost every 
range station in the United States. 
The 45 minutes-after-the-hour weather 
i brand new. It is an "area" broad
cast consisting of weather reports 
from stations within approximately 
150 miles of the broadcasting station. 
The 15 minutes weather is ju t over 
one half hour old. It is an "airway" 
broadcast con sis ting of weather re
ports from important terminals lo
cated on airways within approxi
mately 400 miles of the broadcasting 
station. If you have received a report, 
remember that the next observation 
normally will not be taken until half 
past the hour and will show up on 
the 45 minutes broadcast. Listening 
to these scheduled broadcasts would 
eliminate many weather requests. 

The approach and landing phase 
should begin at least an hour out if 
you are VFR. After establishing an 
ET A at destination, a gradual power
on descent may be used. When an 
unre tricted descent is possible, 200 
feet per minute for conventional air
craft, seems quite satisfactory. Thus, 
at five minutes per thousand feet, de
termination of the time to commence 
descent is made easy. 

The sharp pilot is thinking about 

his landing long before reaching his 
destination. Having listened to the 
scheduled weather broadcasts, includ
ing the destination weather reports, 
he already knows the wind direction 
and velocity. Using careful descent 
planning, he arrives at hi destination 
at pattern altitude. 

By referring to the approach and 
landing charts, he can determine land
marks, hazards and other essential in
formation. Also, the approach chart 
shows the runway and landing area 
in detail. When possible, the tower 
frequency should be guarded as soon 
as you are within reception range. 
This way, you should be aware of the 
landing runway well before arriving. 
Your planning, with the help of the 
approach chart, will allow you to en
ter the proper pattern, line up on 
final , avoid unlighted obstructions 
and land safely. At night, especially, 
if you will keep the runway heading 
in mind, in relation to the base leg 
or downwind headings, you should 
never land on a wide taxiway. 

These are only a few tips on flight 
planning and voice procedures. Why 
not use them? • 
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NEWS AND VIEWS 

The B-57E is the latest, specially equipped high 
speed target aircraft . The two long tubes located 
on the underside of the fuselage release the targets-

Shown below is the new automatic Mae West infla
tor. Developed by North American Aviation, it will 
automatically inflate, 15 seconds after water contact. 



With the coming of the KC-135 , Boeing's jet tanker, a new, high-speed 
refueling boom was needed. Before installation and in-flight tests, 
the equipment shown here gave engineers data on design deficiencies. 

Above, this is what I 0,000 mph looks like . The 
sphere pictured here was shot from a special gun 
used to get data on temperatures at high speeds. 

The B-52 with the larger external fuel tanks also 
is getting a new, unique bomb bay capsule . Below, 
the capsule is shown being hoisted into position. 



As an Air Force pilot, your health is something 
you can not neglect. When that annual physical 
rolls around, you can get an adequate evaluation 
only if you ... 

Colonel Harold V. Ellingson, USAF (MC) 
Alaskan Air Command 

T. HE A NUAL physical examina
tion is a very important part of 
an Air Force program. It's purpose 

is to maintain peak health. It some
times falls short of its intended use
fulnes , however, because of misun
derstanding by both medical person
nel and examinees. Here is what an 
annual examination wil l include, what 
it can and cannot do, and what you 
can do to make the examination more 
profitable. 

What It Includes 
The Air Force Regulation on An

nual Medical Evaluations (AFR 160-

10) eliminated many unproductive 
portions of the examination as it used 
to be given. Listening to the lungs and 
"thumping" the chest, for instance, 
almost never yielded information re
garding disea e, and then only when 
such diseases were more accurately 
detected by other means. These and 
many simi lar procedures, therefore, 
were eliminated. Also eliminated were 
entries regarding height, color vision, 
color of hair and other characteristics 
which can be assumed to be essen
tially unchanged through the years. 
The effect of these changes was to 
shorten the examination materially, 

saving time for both the examinee and 
the doctor. 

The most critical and mo t in
formative procedures have been re
tained, however ; furthermore, empha
si is now being placed on the inter
view with the physician as a means of 
determining what additional tests or 
procedures, if any, may be appropri
ate. The following are the minimum 
procedures for future annual exami
nations in this Command for example: 

• Dental examination. 
• Weight. 
• Blood pressure, seated. 



High or low blood pressure can be treated so .as to prevent some of the important complications. 

• Visual acuity, distant, for all 
personnel; heterophoria for aircrew 
and air traffic control personnel, and 
near vision for persons over 40. 

• Chest x·ray. 

• Urinalysis (sugar and albumin). 

• Hemoglobin determination. 

• Examination of the rectum and 
prostate in males over 40 years of age 
and for others when indicated. 

• Electrocardiogram when indi
cated (required for persons over 40 
years of age; that is, beginning with 
the annual examination immediately 
preceding the 4~st birthday). 

• Review by the physician of a ll 
findings and medi cal records of the 
examinee. 

• Interview of the examinee by the 
physician, with review of symptoms 
and di scussion of personal medical 
problems. Any additional tests, pro
cedures or consultations suggested by 
findings or history obtained as above. 
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It should be realized that the exami
nation procedures, by themselves, will 
reveal a rather limited number of dis
orders. Most of these can be enumer
ated very briefly. 

What It Reveals 

• Dental decay. As a rule, appoint
ments are made for dental treatments 
found necessary at the time of the 
annual examination. 

• Gain or loss in weight. Obesity, 
if fo und, can be treated for an im
provemen t in general health. 

• High or low blood pressure. 
High blood pressure, if found, can be 
treated so that some important com
plications can be prevented. 

• Changes in visual acuity. In
creasing difficulty in focusing on near 
objects is normal after age 4,0; glasses 
for reading-or bifocals if you've pre
viously used glasses-usually become 
desirable at some time after age 40. 

• Chest x-rays reveal kinds of lung 
disease, such as tuberculosis and tu
mors, and enlargement of the hear t. 

Even ear ailments can be concealed, so speak. 

• Urinalysis will reveal some cases 
of early or mild diabetes, and some 
kinds of kidney disease. 

• Hemoglobin determination will 
detect anemia, which, in turn, is in
dicative of either gross dietary de
ficiency or serious disease which de
serves further investigation. 

• Rectal examination will reveal 
many cases of hemorrhoids, as well 
as enlargement of the prostate (com
mon at ages beyond 60) and some 
cases of mali gnancy of the prostate. 

• Electrocardiograms are of value 
mainly in detecting PAST attacks of 
heart di sease. 

Detection of other disorders de
pends very largely on the frankness 
and honesty of the examinee during 
the interview. Most disorders can be 
detected if the physician is alerted by 
the examinee. Conversely, a large list 
of diseases can be concealed if the 
examinee sits mum, thinking, "If the 
doc can't find it, it can't be very bad" 
or if the interview is hastily or in
correctly conducted. 

What It Does Not Reveal 

Without full discussion by the ex
aminee, the annual examination may 
reveal absolutely nothing beyond the 
items listed above. It is not, except 
for a few of the disorders listed, of 
great predictive value ("Guess I'll 
last for another year") . 

Even chest x-rays, unless special 
techniques are ordered on the basis 
of symptoms reported, may miss some 
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cases of lung diseases. People have 
been known to drop dead of a heart 
attack immediately after a normal 
electrocardiogram. A rectal examina
tion may miss some cases of internal 

. hemorrhoids unless the examinee de
scribes hi symptoms. A tremendous 
variety of di gestive disorders may be 
missed unless symptoms are de
scribed. In brief, the great bulk of 
disea es are detected only by investi
gation of ymptoms. 

What You Can Do 

The place where yo ur active coop
eration is es ential is in the interview. 
Here you should mention any symp
toms which might be indi cative of se
rious disease. Here, too, is your 
chance to ask advice on yo ur personal 
medical problems. 

In these interviews one hesitates to 
appear a hypochondriac. It has been 
said that every " normal" individual 
has a few scattered areas of pain at 

all times, particularly in joints and 
muscles. Most of these are below the 
level of consciousness most of the 
time. But if a person picks out a pain, 
and mentall y dwells upon it, he can 
unconsciou ly raise it to a level where 
it bothers him a great deal. Obvi
ously it is not desirab le to record, 
classify and recite every ache and 
pain experienced. 

On the other hand, however, most 
of the indication of really seriou 
diseases are fairly easily recognized. 
A catalog of all possible symptoms 
would fill a book. But some of the 
most import{lnt are li sted below. 
Every one of these, at one time or 
another, has been overlooked, neg
lected or concealed because someone 
thought it was unimportant. 

• Any blood discharged from the 
body in stools, urine or sputum. 

• Any dizziness or loss of con
sciousness. 

• Any abrupt or unexplained 
change in weight. Probably everyone 

The Doc can fi nd t hings by examinatio n, however, he ca n do better by investigat ing sympt oms. 

ought to check his weight every few 
week . If you are overweight, now is 
the time to ask for advice on reducing. 

• Any change in bowel habits or 
abnormality of co lor or consistency of 
bowel movements. 

• Any change in sleeping habits, 
as for instance requiring additional 
pillows. 

• Unexplained fatigue or weak
ness. This does not apply to the desk
bound executive type who goes hunt
ing once a year and finds himself 
exhausted after walking 50 yards 
across the tundra. Such a person 
ought to keep himself in better shape, 
with regular exercise. 

• Any persi tent, unexplained 
headache. 

• Persistent cough. Heavy smok
ers often have a chronic cough, notice
able particularly in the morning. If 
you're in this category, you smoke too 
much. A "smoker's cough" sometimes 
conceals the onset of serious lung 
disease. If you don't propose to cut 
down on your smoking, you should at 
least be alert to any change in the 
cough, and check your sputum occa
sionally for blood . 

• Pain or difficulty associated with 
any normal body functions-swallow
ing, urinating or having a bowel 
movement. 

• Persistent, unexplained "indiges
tion," or recurrent abdominal pain. 

• Chest pain if severe, or if it radi
ates into either arm. 

• Any mass or lump, in any loca
tion. Women are currently being 
coached in the matter of self-examina
tion of the breast. Occasional self. 
examination of the testes i equally 
important for men . 

• Any sore on the skin or in the 
mouth which does not heal. 

• Any other symptom which has 
caused you serious concern. 

In Summary 

The primary responsibility for 
keeping yourself healthy and for de
tecting disease in early stages rests 
with YOU. 

You should take the initiative in 
reporting important symptoms. Any 
of the symptoms li sted above should 
actually be reported as soon as they 
are noted. But the "annual physical" 
will detect some of the important 
diseases. Moreover, it provides an ex
cellent opportunity for you to review 
your medical status and to secure 
medical advice on problem of health 
and hygiene. • 

FLYING SAFETY 
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WELL DONE 
Lieutenant 

Robert E. Hardin 
46th Fl. Sq., Dover AFB, Del. 

* LT. ROBERT E. HARDI (Radar Observer) and Lt. 
Frank L. Redditt (Pilot ), took off in a T-33 from 
O'Hare International Airport, Illinois, for Dover Air 

Force Base, Delaware. They were on the return leg of a 
navigational cross-country flight. 

Cruising at 41,000 feet on a 1000/ top IFR clearance, 
they arrived over the Dover range station after an hour 
and 45 minutes en route. Weather had lowered below 
minimums and they were advised to continue to their 
designated alternate. 

Shortly after departin g on their new course, the T-33 
tarted a gentle turn to the left. Gradually, the bank 

increa ed and the nose dropped. The air peed increased 
rapidly. When Lt. Redditt, the pilot, made no attempt to 
recover from this flying attitude, Lt. Hardin shook the 
sti ck vigorously, but there was no response. 

Lt. Hardin realized that his pilot was unconscious so 
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he leveled the wings and eased back on the stick. With 
the airplane under control, the observer started a descent 
through the clouds and broke out between layers at 
30,000 feet. He contacted the nearest Air Force base and 
declared an emergency. Continuing hi s descent to 24,000 
feet, he saw Lt. Redditt shake hi s head as he regained 
consciousnes . Fully recovered , Lt. Redditt flew to the 
alternate and landed. 

Examination of the oxygen system the next day revealed 
a loose connection where the oxygen hose joined the seat 
quick di sconnect. 

The quick action di played by Lt. Hardin and hi s ability 
to fly the jet under IFR conditions prevented a possible 
aircraft accident and loss of life. Well Done! 
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Runway 
Major Edward P. McNeff 
Fighter Branch, D/ FSR 

Che~k 
Going down the runway doing 120 per 
I'm not sure the bird will fly. 
Oh! Raise the barr- - ier - - -
Most of the runway is far behind 
The rest is slick and wet . 
Mayday, Mayday, Mayday! 
Tell me, how do I stop this jet. 

THIS IS A OTHER verse for an 
old Air Force song which ha been 
ung on fighter bases the world 

over. The only sad part about it is 
that the situation de cribed is occur
ring with increasing frequency. The 
problem ari e because the takeoff 
distances required for our jet fighters 
con ume mo t of the available runway 
before it's time to get airborne or 
raise the nosewheel. If the situation 
arise wherein the takeoff cannot be 
accomplished successfully, there isn't 
enough runway left to stop. 

Let's look at the record for 1955. 
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In the past year there have been 76 
aborted takeoffs by jet fighters. These 
aborted takeoffs re ulted in the de-
truction of 28 aircraft (equivalent 

to one squadron) and substantial 
damage to 48. The primary reason 
for the aborts, as stated by the sur
vivors, was that the aircraft did not 
appear to be accelerating properly 
and it was not felt that sufficient run
way remained to take off. 

Nearly all of our runways are 
marked at 1000-foot intervals (if 
yours aren't, tell the FSO), and pilots 
should not be in doubt about distance 
remammg. everthele s, the records 
indicate that we have a problem in 
determining acceleration rates accur
ately and distance available during 
takeoff roll. ow that we have a 
problem, what can the JP-4 jockey 
do about it? The best thing is to 
check the acceleration rate at some 

point down the runway in time to 
allow ample stopping distance. SAC 
pilots use such a procedure. The offi
cial terminology is " line speed check." 
The line speed check provides a 
method for checkin g speed during the 
initial part of the takeoff run. It gives 
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Point 
-

the pilot a good indication of his 
acceleration in time for him to suc
cessfully abort the takeoff if the bird 
is not performing properly. 

Using the graphs provided in the 
current F-84F Dash One, examples 
of which are shown here, it is possible 
to predict two line speeds for a given 
line or check point on the runway-

• Normal line speed which assumes 
normal takeoff ground roll distance. 

• Minimum line speed which as
sumes that the entire runway length 
will be used for the takeoff ground 
roll due to low acceleration. 

To minimize the number of aborts 
and assure full utilization of available 
runway length, the minimum line 
peed should be used for the accelera

tion check. If the observed speed at 
the check point is equal to or more 
th an the minimum line speed, takeoff 
acceleration is acceptable and the 
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If you are flying a jet aircraft and the strip is 
hot and high you can buy a little more insurance. 
It only involves making a "line speed check." 

takeoff should be continued. If it is 
less than the minimum line speed, 
the takeoff should be aborted. Since 
the check point is cho en so that the 
airplane can be stopped on the re
maining runway from the normal line 
speed, it will be le s difficult to stop 
with a speed less than minimum line 
indicated airspeed. 

ow let's take a hypothetical situa
tion and see just how we can use the 
available charts to insure either a 
successful takeoff or a timely abort. 
We will use 4.000 feet as our probable 

afe acceleration check point, along 
with the following: 

• Takeoff gross weight - 22,300 
pounds. 

• Configuration - clean + (2)-
230 gallon inboard tanks. 

• Pres ure altitude-2000 feet. 
• Runway temperature - plus 

35°C. 
• Length of available runway -

9000 feet. 
• Dry, hard-surfaced runway con

ditions. 
• Zero wind. 
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T ak eoff Roll 

Usin g Figure 1 at the takeoff gross 
weight of 22,300 pounds, proceed 
right to pre su re altitude line of 2000 
feet. Then trace down to the runway 
temperature curve of p lus 35° C. 
Ground ro ll distance of 7250 feet is 
found at the left. 

Normal Line Speed 

Referring to Fi gure 2 at takeoff 
gross weight of 22,300 pounds, pro
ceed up and find normal takeoff cali
brated airspeed of 154.0 knots. Then 
look down until the guide line inter-
ects the ground roll distance of 7250 

feet. 1ow follow the curve, down 
to the left, to the 4000-foot distance 
intersection. The normal line speed 
of 119 knots CAS i then found at the 
bottom of the chart. 

Minimum Line Speed 

To find the minimum line speed, 
again use Figure 2 at the takeoff 
gross weight of 22,300 pounds. Read 
up to find normal takeoff airspeed of 
154.0 knots CAS. Then proceed down 
unti l guide line intersects the avai l
able runway length of 9000 feet. Now 
look down and to the left, followin g 
the guide lines, to again intersect the 
4000-foot di stance. A minimum line 
speed of 109 knot CAS is indicated 
at the bottom of the chart. 

Stopping Distance 

The stopping distance can be found 
by referring to the chart illustrated 
in Figure 3. At a normal line speed 
of 119 knots CAS, correct for pres
sure altitude of 2000 feet and outside 
air temperature of plus 35°C. and in
tersect the stopping distance curve. 
Stopping di stance required from nor
mal line speed is 2825 feet. 

No conservatism or pilot reaction 
time is provided in Curve A, Figure 
3, as pilot reaction time in deciding 
to abort the takeoff is variable. How
ever, the average pilot will use about 
three seconds to make a decision, cut 
power and apply brakes. Therefore, 
to facilitate ease of planning, Curve 
B includes a pilot reaction time of 
three seconds, a total stopping dis
tance of 3450 feet. Thus, on a 9000-
foot runway, it is possible to make 
a check at 4000 feet and still have 
time to stop, for 4000 + 3450 = 
7450 feet. 

The pecification which establishes 
requirement for pilot handbooks has 
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been revi ed to provide this informa
tion in the aircraft performance sec
tion . However, if the chart are not 
available, this simple formula will 
provide you with a line peed at a de
sired point on the runway: 

:: = 1 :: 
V 1 = computed takeoff speed. 
V2 = line peed at desired check 

point. 
1 = computed takeoff distance. 

S2 = di tan ce down the runway check 
is de ired (a point hould be cho n 
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50% 
COMPUTED TAKE OFF DISTANCE 

Figure 4 

which will allow sufficient topping 
distance). 

Let's work one. Consider your take
off speed as 145 knots ; takeoff dis
tance 7000 feet and you wan t to 
check your speed at 4000 feet. 

V2 1 [4o00 
145 -=v-1000 
V2 ,~ 

- = y.57 
145 

V2 = .75 X 145 
V 2 = 109 knots. 

75 r. 100% 

So you should have a mm1mum of 
109 IAS after rolling 4000 feet. 

Tow, if all of that calculating tends 
to give yo u a headache, here's a 
method that's ea y to remember. 

At 50 per cenl of yo ur computed 
takeoff di stance you should have 70 
per cent of your takeoff speed. Tote 
Figure 4, it illu trates the computed 
takeoff distance. 

If the graphs are available in the 
handbook for yo ur aircraft, use them. 
However, the e other methods will 
provide a suitab le line speed check 
in sufficient time Lo a llow a succes ful 
aborted tak off. • 
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A Y PILOT flying through rain 
is faced with a vexing problem
windshield visibility. A windshield 

wiper cannot be counted on for good 
clearing action when heavy precipita
tion is encountered particularly when 
flying at the approach speeds of mod
ern jets. 

Recently, windshield rain removal 
tests were conducted on a B-47 at 
Wri ght Air Development Center 
(W ADC) under various intensities 
of precipitation. A water repellent 
coat was rubbed on the windshield. 
When raindrops struck the wind
shield , they were quickly wept off 
by the air tream. This left the wind-
hield relatively clear and free from 

distortion. In addition to rain repel
lent test , a modified standard wiper 
system incorporating a shorter stroke, 
shorter blade and higher blade pres
sure was tested and showed favor
able result in light and moderate 
rain but was unsatisfactory in a heavy 
and thick downpour. 

Tests 

On one fli ght, a water-filled KC-97 
tanker was used to furnish rain condi
tions of de ired intensity e tabli hed 
by varying the distance between the 
tanker and the B-47 test aircraft. Cam
eras and te t instruments were in
stalled to record result during taxi 
and fli ght operations. One-half of the 
B-47 windshield wa treated with a 
selected repellent and the other half 
remained untreated. In all ca es the 
treated side afforded better visibility 
in varyin g degrees depending on taxi, 
takeoff, approach speeds and rain in
ten ities. While optical distortions 
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Rain repellent has been applied to the right side of the windshields above . Notice how vision is 
improved during heavy rain. Top photo shows no distortion present during clear weather flying . 

such as glare, twinkle and halo were 
not evident on the repellent wind
shield area, glare was noted on the 
untreated side during a night flight 
in moderate precipitation. 

Rain repell ent effectivenes during 
taxi operations depended on the rain 
intensity, droplet size and aircraft 
taxi speed. It was determined that 
airflow of suffi cient velo ity over the 
windshield must be maintained since, 
when taxiing below 30 knots, water 

droplets had a tendency to adhere 
to the windshield rather than blow 
off. During takeoffs in light and mod
erate rain the treated side was clear 
but the untreated side had rivulets 
of water runnin g vertically over the 
wind hield . 

Pilots indicated that rain repell ents 
were very good during takeoff in 
moderate to heavy precipitation. Vi i
bility restriction seemed to be due 
to the weather rather than water on 
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FORWARD LOOK 
L. V. Larson, Wright Air Development Center 

the windshield . Through the treated 
ide the runway was clearly visible 

but it was not distinguishable through 
the untreated side. 

Application of the repellent is com
paratively simple but the windshield 
surface must be clean. Bond paste is 
first applied with a soft clean rag 
in spots about four inches apart, then 
rubbed briskly until spread over the 
entire area. A coat of repellent is then 
app lied over the bond treated area 
and rubbed briskly with a clean cloth 
or tissue until the surface is clean. 
Average application time is five to 
20 minutes, depending on the experi
ence of the maintenance personnel. 

The effectiveness of a modified 
wiper system for rain removal proved 
very good up to moderate precipita
ti on during taxi, takeoff and approach, 
but in heavy precipitation, with wip-

ers 011 foll speed, the windshield re
mained flooded. 

A combination of rain repellent 
and modified or standard wiper sys
tem was the best for providing visi
bility under all conditions of rain 
intensity and aircraft speed. 

Another approach to the problem 
of rain removal is to clear the wind
shield by means of a hot, high ve
locity air jet on the exterior surface. 
The jet blow most of the water away 
and evaporates the remainder. This 
method was pioneered by orth Am
erican on the F·86 and F-100 series 
and is programmed for several fi ght
ers and bombers. 

Modification 

The wind hield air jet on the F-86 
se ries was originall y intended to pro-

The windshield air jet on the F-86 was originally intended to provide windshield anti-icing . But, 
by increasing the air pressure , the installation proved fairly successful in removing heavy rain. 
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vide windshield ant1-1cmg. U e for 
rain removal was something of an 
afterthought. Tests of the F-86D at 
W ADC indicated that the system or
iginally installed was effective only 
in light rain. Therefore, more air 
was directed into the jet. Fortunately 
this could be accomplished simply by 
changing the setting on a pressure 
limiting valve from 6 psi to 10 and 
finally to 17 psi. All air was directed 
to the center panel with none to the 
side panels. Rain repellent was ap
pli ed to the side panel. This change 
a lso requires addition of a thin layer 
of non-conductin g material over the 
bottom edge of the windshield to re
duce temperature shock and wind
shield breakage that would otherwise 
possibly occur. 

During level fli ght and simulated 
CCA approaches the tests indicated 
good clearance on both repellent coat
ed and air jet areas. As the rain in
tensity increased, the repellent coated 
area flooded first. Shor tly thereafter 
vision was lost on the air jet area . 

o clearing wa obtained on the air 
jet area during an overhead approach 
and landing. The engine RPM car
ried in this type of approach and 
landin g does not supply enough air
flow to the nozzle to clear the wind
shield suffi cientl y. 

Two Jobs 

The external air jet does two jobs: 
Anti·icing and rain clearing. Rain re
pellent have the obviously desirable 
feature of almo t zero weight. Future 
research is aimed at obtaining repel
len ts that will withstand temperatures 
a sociated with supersonic fli ght. On 
new aircraft, pilots can expect to 
have mixed sy terns. Rain repellents 
to give good vision under mo t rain 
conditions plus an air jet on a small 
area for ice protection, extreme rain 
and those unfortunate cases where 
someone didn 't think it was going 
to rain and forgot to apply the re
pellent before takeoff. • 
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BEX 

I READ AN article in the April 
issue of FLYING SAFETY about 
a pi lot ejecting at low altitude, who 

lived to tell about it. I'm alive today 
because of what the pilot emphasized 
... practice, practice and more ejec
tion practice. 

Our quadron phased into the latest 
jet fi ghters. In my leisure time I 
parked myself in the cockpit of one 
of these dudes and went over the ejec
tion procedures. Guess I wa like 
thi TV actor who plays the part of 
Wyatt Earp. It' said that he could 
draw and fire in a fifth of a second. 
I can' t match that speed, but I go t 
so I could simulate an ejection in 
econds without a bumble. 

I had flown the new bird for about 
20 hours and liked her a lot. Then 
one morning I had an emergency. 
Immediately after takeoff, heavy 
moke filled the cockpit and I was 

unable to see. I blew the canopy and 
ob erved flames around my left foot. 
I climbed the aircraft steeply to gain 
bailout altitude. I ejected while 
climbing at an estimated 60-degree 
angle. I must have been at about 
2000 feet. My hand automatically 
went to the right controls. Everything 
worked smoothly. That's why I'm 
here. 

REX SAYS- Congratulations! Nice 
to have you around. We appreciate 
hearing how one of our articles con
tributed to an actual save. You did 
a right smart job; makes us feel 
worthwhile to know we had some
thing to do with it. 

* * * 
I GUESS I'm li ke many other pilots 

of the younger set. I place too much 
relian ce upon Flight Servi ce and 

jet metro watch to keep me out of 
weather trouble. 

I know now that Flight ervice is 
not responsible for flight following. 
Sometime , because of mechanical 
breakdowns in the communications 
ystem, I have landed at air bases 

ahead of my flight plan. 
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I was caught unawares one day 
when the weather at destination did 
a 180 from VFR to IFR in about 30 
minutes. My alternate did the same 
qui ck chan ge. I got down okay hut 
I don't like to di scuss it. 

My story boils down to one thing. 
I didn' t listen to scheduled weather 
reports in flight. I didn' t ask for any. 
I gave the required position reports 
and that's all. I overflew some air 
bases that had pilot-to-forecaster serv
ice available. I could have gotten a 
landing forecast from them, had I 
wanted it. ormally, I SAC tations 
do not give this type of foreca t. The 
old song and dance of getting over 

SAYS 
a final fix committed to a penetration 
regardless of the existin g weather 
won't hack it with me anymore. ow
ada y , I get a forecast en route. 

REX SAYS- There have been a few 
recr:nt accidents where the cause f ac
tor was J ailure to check destination 
and alternate weather, while en route. 
Pilot-to-/ orecaster service also is avail
able at many bases . (See "Lucky 13," 
FLY ING SAFETY, March 1956. ) 
Why not use it? 

* * * 
I K OW THAT Rex's " I " basket 

must overflow at times with stories 
of flyin g experiences that have 

taught pilots important lessons about 
flyin g. Well , I'd like to submit mine 
for what it's worth. 

I had only 11 hours in the F-84 
type aircraft before my episode and 
had not flown in one for the past 80 
day period. 

I made the cu tomary inspections 

A CO SIDERABLE number oI unsatisfactory reports 
have been received on the MA-1 and MA-lA landing 
arrester barrier. Both URs and engagement reports 

indicate no materiel failure but simple failure of the 
system to engage the aircraft. With proper in tallation, 
maintenance and inspection, the barrier should be 95 per 
cent effective. 

It appears that the difficulty stems from lack of com· 
plian ce with the T.O ., use of non-standard equipment and 
lack of assignment of responsibility. 

Ba e FSOs should take a double check to see that the 
barrier is properly in tailed, maintained and inspected. 
Wright Air Development Center should be contacted prior 
to any locally devised modification . 
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P,ati ence G rid ley, when the weight of the paper work equals t he weight of the aircraft, we'll 
be cleared to go! 

and checks and received clearance to 
taxi out for takeoff. 

Approximate] y two minutes after 
takeoff, the engine vibrated violently 
and there wa an explo ion in the 
aft end. I declared an emergency and 
headed for home. 

Iow, my ineptness appeared. ot 
having flown this model in well over 
two months, the cockpit suddenly 
looked like a watchmaker's shop. 
Everything eemed to be fluctuatin g. 
I guess I hit a few wron g witches 
and did some other obvious things 
out of sequence. 

I found myself on the final with a 
hi gh landin g airspeed and holdin g 
an unaccustomed amount of back 
pressure. Why? Well, in all of my 
haste to get back on the ground plus 
the unfamiliarity with the cockpit, I 
had failed to retrim afte r extending 
the landing gear and wing flaps. 

My final approach was erratic. I 
had an exce sive glide ano-le and I 
made contact with the runway in so rt 
of a sideslip. Why the gear didn' t 
fold is beyond me. 

The only reason I tell this i to 
bring out the following point. I 
thought that I was current in thi s type 
aircraft. I mi ght have been current 
on paper but I certainly wasn't pro-
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fi cient or current when something 
went wrong. I believe the directives 
now, when they say that a pilot must 
complete frequent fli ghts in order to 
maintain proficiency. 
REX SAYS- I only wish more 
pilots would believe the same thing. 
The accident rate woztld really take 
a nosedive. 

* * * 
IN ONE OF OUR daily quadron 

Fl ~ing Safety meetings, the FSO 
nailed some of us IPs about imu· 

lated emergency flight procedures. I 
didn' t give hi s statement much thought 
right then , but what happened two 
days later brought his warning viv
idly to mind. 

My job wa to check out in the 
B-26 all newl y assigned second li eu
tenants. I have always tried lo be as 
reali tic as possible about emergen
cies, especiall y during single engine 
operation. 

During thi s particular check, I had 
a lieutenant makin g an ADl; ap
proach to the field . We were letting 
down to minimum altitude when I 
cut an engin e on him. He went 
th rough the procedure right rapid 
like, but as he was doin g it, he was 
inadvertentl y pulling back on the con· 

trol co lumn. I thought I'd let him 
go a littl e farther before I took over. 
Then for some unknown reason, he 
horsed back on the column and we 
were in trouble. The B-26 huddered 
~efore I cou ld pu h forward. By the 
lime I got the faltering bird level, we 
were skimming the tree top and I 
had little trickle of sweat runnino
down my cheek . b 

I know that I did two thin gs wrono-. 
F_irst, I permitted practicing imulated 
srngle procedures at low airspeed and 
low altitude; second, I let confidence 
in my fl ying ability override my judg
ment when I chopped that engine. All 
I can say i , "Brother, never again! " 
REX SAYS- Recent accidents have 
occurred which reflect these same 
types of faulty practices. Don't let 
a simulated emergency tzirn into the 
real thing. 

* * * 
I'M ENDING Lhi haza rd report 

to Rex for what it' worth. I was 
the pilot involved. 
It was a warm spring da y with 

winds gustin g from 35 to 45 knots. 
I had just completed my fli ght and 
wa crawling out of the cockpit of 
my F-86. As I stepped on to the wing, 
I was not aware that the key attached 
to the automati c chute armin o- lan
yard had hung up in the canopy rail. 
The lan yard was pulled and the auto
matic release activated . As my back 
type chute popped, I grabbed on to 
the canopy, but the wind wa too 
s tron g and I was yanked off. 

Fortunately, I had on my B-15 
jacket, my gloves and hard hat. 1y 
head struck the open speed brake 
door, then the g round . I roll ed over 
on my side and had a rou gh 300-
foot ride before my chute tangled 
with a ground object and I was able 
Lo collapse the canopy. 

.I was extremely lucky. I wa only 
skinned and bruised. What can pilots 
do to prevent thi s so rt of thin g from 
happening in the future? Here are 
my personal idea : 

• Make sure the crewmembers are 
aware of this hazard. 

• Install a small pocket on the 
harne to hold the key and strap. 

• Have crewmembers attach the 
strap and key to the lanyard ju t prior 
to fli ght and remove it before I eavin o
Lhe seat. 

0 

REX SAYS- That was quite a ride! 
Your recommendations make sense. 
I, for one, plan to make sure that key 
is safely out of the way when I leat•e 
the cockpit. 
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·No 
Strange 
Fields 

The book containing the low approach 
and landing charts has more names than a 
Spanish nobleman. It is called The Pilot's Handbook, 
PHACUS and Letdown Book, just to name a few. Regardless 
of what you name it, it fits neatly into your own preflight picture. 

HE HAD HIT his ETA right on 
the nose. Another hour and he 
would ask for permission to start 

his penetration. 
He pulled the low approach and 

landin g chart handbook out of his 
coverall pocket and flipped it open 
to the proper page. His experienced 
eyes focused systematically on every 
detail. He forced open the circular 
rings and removed the page from the 
book. He placed it under the hold
down snap on his left thi gh. 

Silently, he mused, "According to 
that last weather report I should 
break out about 800 feet. With the 
vis holdin g at one mile, there should 
be no sweat." 

One hour and ten minutes later he 
wa walking into base operations. 

What is all of this leading up to? 
By thi time in an article, the pilot 
has either made a flagrant mistake, 
declared an emergency or has en· 
countered severe weather elements 
and is just about out of fuel. What 
gives here ? 

Simply that most of the successful 
flights made by pilots these days are 
the products of proper preflight plan· 
nina. This includes referring to the 
appropriate instrument low approach 
and landing chart ... before takeoff, 
as well as just prior to starting your 
letdown. 

How does this book fit into the 
preflight picture? Join me as I look 
over the shoulder of our imaginary 
pilot. He i studying the landing side 
of one of the chart . 
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"Hmmm, parall el runways. 32R is 
8000 feet long and 200 feet wide. Any 
obstructions? Oh, oh, a couple of 
350-foot smoke stacks just to the right 
of the approach to 32R. Also a 500· 
foot tower off to the left." He mused. 

"It is always a good idea to know 
as much as po sible about the air
field layout and ad jacent area. In 
case your letdown isn' t just right and 
you drift too low or off to one side, 
it's nice to know where the obstruc
tions are loca ted. Tan glin g with one 
of those smoke stacks or TV towers 
isn't exactly conducive to longevity." 

He saw me leaning forward. 
"Also, when I break out I like to 

know what to expect. How many times 
have you suddenly become contact 
and found yo urself staring at a con
fusingly unfamiliar maze of runways 
and taxiways?" 

I didn't answer. 
He turned back to hi work and 

his fin ger underlined the heading and 
distance to the field from the radio 
aid. ext, he looked at the lighting 
data, availability of a rotating bea
con, obstruction lights and type of 
approach lights. 

He looked up and sa id , " Checking 
this side of the chart durin g preflight 
need not be a lengthy process. What 
I am after is a general idea of what 
to expect. Some airfields have odd lay· 
outs, high ob tructions, no taxiways, 
li ghts and so on. It' just plain good 
sense to check before leapina off." 

He then flipped the sheet over to 
the " low approach" side of the char t. 

He quickly noted the type of radio 
facility, initial penetration altitude 
and type of pen etration or procedure 
turn. ext, hi gaze concentrated on 
the most important part of all. 

"The landin g minimums are 500 
and one. Shouldn't be too bad, and 
the missed approach procedure i to 
turn to a heading of 150 degrees and 
climb to 7500 feet. " 

"It is important to remember the 
initial mi ed approach headin g. 
While cleaning up the bird for a go
around you certainly don't want to 
have your head in the letdown book 
trying to find the missed approach 
heading." 

Satisfied, he walked over to the 
di spatch counter, his preflight com
pleted . He was stuffing the 175 carbon 
in his pocket a I stopped him hort 
of the door. 

" Is that all there is to usin g the 
Pilot's Handbook?" I asked. 

"During preflight, yes. But I'll pull 
the chart out before my ET A and go 
over it again and have it ready for 
reference. Then, when I make my let
down I know what to expect. I've got 
the whole picture." 

Every day there are flights made 
by pilots into strange fields. The sharp 
pilots don' t wait until they receive 
letdown instruction before looking 
over the chart. They know what to 
expect before, during and after the 
letdown. And when they break out 
they know how the physical layout of 
the field wil l appear. To them, there 
are no tran ae fields. • 

FLYING SAFETY 



' 

• 

REAL COOL .. 

It's okay for this little gal 

to sport light, skimpy apparel. She 

isn't about to leap off to 40,000 feet. 

Up there, it's real cool ! 

Don't let the heat on the deck 

dazzle you into leaving half of your 

flying equipment in the ready room. 

The many reasons for wearing proper clothing 

will easily off-set those few minutes of 

heat discomfort on the Qround. 

• • • • • 



At navigating, you could say, 
He never, ever loses way. 

Now one fine day he pitches out, 
And calls 'Gear Down," without a doubt. 

.._..-....._ - --~ 

--

Gear handle not in " Down" detent, 
With all his know-how, bird is bent. 

; 
J 

.. 


